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MyPGMEE is a unique online PG entrance exam 
preparation and simulation tool built on Elsevier 
IntelloTesting® platform with recent exam style 
questions, written and reviewed by leading author, 
Dr. Mudit Khanna.

Ultra dynamic Elsevier IntelloTesting® platform 
gives you the most authentic simulated environment  
for better familiarization and e�cient preparation 
for medical PGME.

Exemplary features such as fully customizable tests, 
bookmarking important questions, performance 
tracking, simulated mock tests, and many more 
make MyPGMEE an ideal partner for your exam 
preparation.
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Dear Subscriber,

Welcome to the world of MyPGMEE - a unique online exam preparatory solution for you. Activation of your unique access 
code will grant you the access to the following remarkable features. 

Dynamic Database of Credible and Recent Style 
Questions: MyPGMEE is a dynamic database of recent 
style questions and full length simulated mock tests. The 
question bank is reviewed and updated periodically. 
Updated questions will be available free to all subscribed 
users.

Intelligent Testing and Practice: 
 Question bank can be used in practice and testing 

modes.
 It can be used for both antegrade and retrograde study.
 Immense �exibility available for preparing an exam 

using various approaches, categories and di�culty 
levels.  

 Take an exam subject wise, topic wise, organsystem 
wise; and choose from used questions, previously 
incorrect, high yield, image based or recent style 
questions. 

 Provides advantage of keyword search of questions.

Intelligent Tracking: The subject/topic performance 
tracker will help in predicting your progress in various 
subjects/topics. The detailed analysis of the progress of the 
preparation will update you with your strength and 
weakness areas in various subjects. 

Online Practice: 100% exam-like interface will help you in 
familiarizing and preparing for the online PG exam in a 
much more competent way, sharpening your focus during 
the actual exam.

My Questions: All bookmarked questions are stored 
under My Questions tab for last minute revision. You can 
also create tests from bookmarked questions.

My Tests: Once the exam is completed it is marked and 
saved in My Tests tab. You can regularly review as well as 
attempt these tests anytime.

Image Based Questions: MyPGMEE also provides 
AIPGMEE and DNB style image-based questions.

Referenced Explanations: Questions have been 
reviewed and written by renowned author, Dr Mudit 
Khanna. 

Simulated Mock Tests: 
 These will enable you to experience real-time exam 

scenario and assess your preparation. Tests can be 
taken online and progress monitored and tracked. 

 Peer Comparison: Simulated mock tests will also allow 
you to assess your performance in comparison with 
other PG aspirants in various subjects and topics. 

 Time monitor gives the user an idea of the time spent 
in solving questions from various subjects and topics.

 Fol low-up test :  In te l l igent  tes t ing  sys tem 
automatically generates follow-up mock tests in those 
subjects and topics where you have not performed well.
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www.MyPGMEE.com

Access to, and online use of, content through the MyPGMEE website is for individual use only; library and institutional access and use are strictly 
prohibited. Important note: Purchase of this product includes access to MyPGMEE.com for use exclusively by the individual purchaser. This license 
and access to the online version operates strictly on the basis of a single user per access code. The sharing of passwords is strictly prohibited, and 
any attempt to do so will invalidate the password. Access may not be shared, resold, or otherwise circulated, and will terminate 6 months after 
activation of the access code. Full details and terms of use are available upon registration, and access will be subject to your acceptance of these 
terms of use.

For technical assistance: email info@MyPGMEE.com
call 0124 477 4400
refer to FAQs section for details  

Wishing you all the best for your PG Entrance preparation.
MyPGMEE Team

To get started,
follow these simple steps to activate your account.

Step 1
 Go to http://www.MyPGMEE.com
 Click on the redeem access code button.

Step 2
 Gently scratch o� the surface of the sticker with edge of a coin to reveal your 

Access Code.
 Register yourself by entering your Access Code under the Redeem Access Code tab.

Step 4
 Login with your user name and password to access your account on 

www.MyPGMEE.com

 On completing the registration, you will receive an automated email on your 
registered email id.Step 3



a. FAQs related to subscription
  Ques. I have purchased my access code. What do I do next?

  Ans. Go to MyPGMEE.com. Click on Redeem access code and register yourself to gain access.

  Ques. What is the duration of my subscription?

  Ans.  The duration of subscription is 180 days from the date of activation of the    scratch code.

  Ques. What do I get once I subscribe?

  Ans. You will get access to a dynamic database of recent AIPGMEE style questions and full   length simulated mock 
   tests. 

  Ques.  Do I have to pay for any new questions/content added to MyPGMEE?

  Ans. Updated questions will be available free to all subscribed users.

b. FAQs related to activation
  Ques. Scratch code is missing in welcome pack/misplaced/damaged.

  Ans. Contact us on info@MyPGMEE.com or call us on 0124 477 4400 for a duplicate    scratch     code. Please mention 
   the invoice number while contacting us.

  Ques. Scratch code is invalid/not working.

  Ans. Please  note that the scratch code is case sensitive and should be entered properly.    If still   unable to resolve 
   contact us on info@MyPGMEE.com or call us on 0124 477 4400.

  Ques. My scratch code is working, but I am unable to log into my account.

  Ans. On completing the registration form, you will receive an activation mail with your   username and password.
   Please check your    spam/junk folder if you cannot locate the activation link in    your inbox.   If still unable to   
   resolve contact us on info@MyPGMEE.com or call us    on 0124 477 4400.

c. FAQs related to question banks and tests
  Ques. How do I access the question bank?
  Ans.  Login to your account on MyPGMEE.com. Goto "My Account" on the dashboard which will   display your 
   subscribed question bank. Click on "Launch" to access the question bank.

  Ques. How do I take mock tests?

  Ans. Login to your account on MyPGMEE.com. A�er login, “My Account” on the dashboard will     display your 
   subscribed mock tests. Click on "Launch" to start the mock test. Clicking on   "View progress" will show your 
   performance report. Mock tests will be available on   speci�c dates as per schedule. 

  Ques. How do I purchase additional tests?

  Ans. You can buy new tests from the MyPGMEE store given in the dashboard.

FAQs
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  Ques. How to use the di�erent modes in “Q Bank”?

  Ans. You can use the Q Bank in either practice mode or a timed-testing mode. You have the   �exibility of using the 
   Q Bank through various approaches like subject wise, topic wise,   organsystem wise; and also from diverse 
   categories such as used questions, previously   incorrect, high yield, image based or recent style questions..

  Ques. What is the di�erence between the Test Yourself mode and Practice mode?

  Ans.  In Test Yourself, you can take a timed test in 100% exam-like interface and the correct   answers are displayed at 
   the end.

   In Practice mode you can view the correct answer immediately a�er answering a question.   You  can also see 
   the time that you are spending on those selected questions.

   In both the modes, you can bookmark important questions that are saved in  "My    Questions"   tab for   last 
   minute revision.

  Ques. How can I bookmark important questions?

  Ans.  You can bookmark important question in the exam player.

  Ques. What is "My Questions" section in MyPGMEE?

  Ans.  All bookmarked questions are stored under My Questions tab for last minute revision. You   can create test 
   from bookmarked questions as well.

  Ques. What is "My Test" section in MyPGMEE?

  Ans. Once an exam is completed it is marked and saved in My Test tab. You can regularly   review as well as attempt 
   these tests anytime.

  Ques. How can I track my exam prep progress?

  Ans. "Overall Performance" section will give you subject/topic performance report that will   help you  to predict 
   progress in various subjects/topics. The detailed analysis of the 
   progress of   your preparation will update you regarding your strength and weakness areas   in various subjects. 

  Ques. Can I search questions using keywords?

  Ans. Yes, you can search questions in the database using keyword search.
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Dr Mudit  Khanna
MBBS (KGMC, Lucknow)
M.S Orthopedics (KGMC, Lucknow)
MRCS (Edinburgh, UK)
MCh Orthopedics (Univ. of Dundee,UK)
Former Asia-Paci�c Fellow (Cleveland Clinic Ohio USA)
Former Senior Clinical Fellow (Queen Elizabeth Hospital, UK)
Presently Consultant Orthopedics and Trauma
Wockhardt hospitals, Goa, India

Dr Mudit Khanna stands out as one of the most innovative writers of the modern era who's strategic ideology 
changed the way all students aspiring for a position in All India Post Graduate Medical Examination (AIPGMEE) 
have prepared for their exams over the past decade. He is widely recognized as a pioneer who introduced the 
concept of precise and crisp explanations with authentic answers in his books that transformed Indian Medical Post 
Graduate Preparation Scenario way back in early 2000s. There is little doubt that the landmark transition of the 
AIPGMEE from a paper-based pattern to a computer-based pattern is set to change the strategy for the preparation 
of the exam once again. Dr Mudit Khanna has been prompt to recognize the signi�cant change and set out to plan a 
unique and innovative approach to counter the recent changes and challenges that can help aspiring medical 
undergraduates emerge as a 'smart' winners. 

Expert Speak

Ques: How do I plan my PG exam preparation in such a limited time?

Dr Mudit Khanna: 300 days for preparation and 20 subjects to cover, leaves you with 15 days to cover each subject. These days 
include not only the time you spend during your primary study but also the time allocated for your revision (which should be a 
minimum of two). As it is highly critical to revise important topics, the key is to formulate a working plan that suits your 
requirements best. You need to know exactly how much time you have in your hand. Identify High Yield Subjects and Low Yield 
Subjects, as all subjects do not carry equal weightage in the PG exam. Then based on your strengths and weaknesses you need to 
allocate the right amount of time for each subject. Thus, you will end up gaining more time for subjects and areas that are more 
signi�cant. Studying smartly, strategizing and adhering to a clear study schedule are imperative for your success. One should not 
commit one of the common mistakes of spending too much time on one subject while ignoring other important subjects. 
MyPGMEE will allow you to study smartly and strategize your preparation to achieve your goal of PG exam success.
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Ques:  How do I prepare myself for the changing environment of computer exams?
Dr Mudit Khanna: In the current scenario of Computer Based testing , the likelihood of repeats from previous year examinations 
has considerably gone down. Theoretically, routine textbooks would be more useful than 'guide books', as very few questions are 
being repeated in these exams. However, with the limited time in hand, using textbooks to cover subjects as well as the cover-to-
cover reading of subject wise MCQ books is a herculean task. The most e�ective way would be to use the standard text books  in a 
smart and selective manner. Identify the must and good to know areas within each text book to gain a basic base of the subject 
and go to a testing platform that throws most relevant questions and keeps your revision going while you are absorbed in the next 
subject. The advantage of this approach would be thorough understanding of the subject to address the new questions and 
regular practice with most relevant MCQs.  This will also save time from reading lengthy and many a times inaccurate, illogical 
explanations of the guide book.  To summarize, just mugging up the last ten year MCQ questions with their explanations will not 
be the right way for success in PG exams. 

Moreover with  AIPGMEE   going online now, it is very important to adapt and acclimatize to the Computer Based Testing  
platform. Students should constantly practice and test themselves on platforms that simulate exam-like conditions to grow their 
con�dence.

MyPGMEE is a dynamic testing platform that provides you the relevant, credible and recent style questions with ability to sort 
them by topic and book mark the di�cult questions for quick revision while doing other subject. Its exam-like interface will help 
you to familiarize with the online PG exam environment during your preparation, letting you focus better on the questions 
during the actual exams and avoid struggle with the interface.

Ques: How can I assess my areas of strength and weaknesses in various subjects and topics? 
Dr Mudit Khanna:  To know your areas of strength and weakness, it is important for you to take tests a�er a short or long interval 
from the time you have completed the initial subject. 

MyPGMEE platform identi�es the questions that you answered incorrect during your initial tests as your 'weak areas'. It then 
gives you several possibilities to strengthen the weak areas such as the option to repeat only the questions you marked wrong; 
more questions from same/similar topics. You can repeat these questions in either a relaxed 'practice mode' or a timed 'exam 
mode'. You need to work on your weak areas by building on your basics and taking re-tests. It is important that your strong areas 
remain strong and weak areas improve.

MyPGMEE's performance reporting will help you in tracking your progress in various subjects and topics. The detailed analysis of 
the progress of the preparation will update you regarding your areas of strength and development in various subjects.

Ques: How can I assess my PG preparation as compared to other aspirants?
Dr Mudit Khanna: In today's competitive environment, where the best of MBBS students are �ghting for selected PG seats, it is 
very important that the student knows where he/she stands in comparison to other aspirants. The best way to assess and compare 
your preparation with your peers is through Nation-Wide Mock tests. The results of such tests in the form of percentiles and 
ranks give you a true assessment of your standing. MyPGMEE's nation-wide mock tests will help you in keeping a track of your 
preparation and allow you to see where you stand in comparison to other aspirants.

“The Only Thing that is Constant is Change. It is time once again to
‘change' and 'follow' the less travelled path. To improve is to change!"

Mudit’s Mantras
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What Users Say

MyPGMEE is a great tool. I've taken other online mock tests and this one was by far the most helpful 
and most practical. The questions were authentic and the interface is similar to any online exam and my 
performance improved dramatically over the last month. This platform is great for any PG aspirant.  I 
highly recommend it.

- Dattatreya Sitaram, 3rd Prof. MBBS

It's a very handy, on the go kind of approach, with a lot of practical thought behind it. The answers are 
backed up with relevant explanations from well-known texts and thus serve as easy reference. The format 
also familiarizes the student with the online pattern of examination, thus adding further to what 
increasingly seems to be a win-win situation!

- Sagnik Biswas, 3rd Prof. MBBS

It was very similar to the testing interface seen at NEET PG exam wherein you can mark questions and 
come back for review. So, it gives good practice of the setup for the D-day. In addition it combines 
attributes which allow us to bookmark questions for future review. So all in all, best of both the worlds.

- Simrina Kaur Sabharwal, Intern

MyPGMEE can become a very useful tool for students preparing for AIPGMEE. It is a nice concept. It's 
much more conducive for studying than the book as there is a timer and questions are bifurcated 
according to subjects, regions and di�culty.

- Jeevika Singh, 3rd Prof. MBBS

The questions are given in a very systematic form; one can easily choose questions according to their 
preparation. The answers to those questions have also been explained very nicely and to the point. The 
page and book references provided are very useful for the students.

- Deeksha Seth, 3rd Prof. MBBS
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Customer Care
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